
 
Packing List 

 
WEATHER 
Weather in the spring can range from very warm to very cool.  Even on a warm day, the evenings in 
Jerusalem (and in the desert) can be quite cool.  You should certainly bring a jacket or heavy sweater – 
we will often wear our school sweatshirts, but you should bring another.  Rain is also a possibility.  The 
“trick” for the weather in Israel is to wear layers that can be peeled off or put on as the temperature 
changes.  The list below is not meant to be exhaustive but rather to remind you of essential things to 
bring.  Remember: most tourists bring too much.  Try to pack light--- You have to carry all  of your 
luggage.  
 

TYPES OF CLOTHING 
In general, bring sporty, light; comfortable clothing that you won’t mind getting dirty – It is good to keep                   
in mind that though we are out of the school building, the dress code is still in effect (no revealing                    
clothing, no bare shoulders, no short skirts, etc.). Make sure to have comfortable walking shoes! In                
addition to everyday clothing you will need: 
 
● Modest attire for the Old City when we go to the Kotel (long sleeves and skirts/long pants) 
● Nice clothing for Shabbat (jackets and ties are not necessary for men) 
● Old clothing for digging, caving, camel rides (long pants preferable) 

 
BE SURE TO PACK: 

Hat Trip sweatshirt Towel Pajamas 
Sunscreen Long pants Insect repellent Bathing suit (no bikinis, 

or bathing suits with cut 
out sections) 

Toiletries Skirts iPod, Kindle  Flashlight 
Underwear and socks Small day pack or 

backpack 
White top and blue pants/skirt 

(we will wear plain white 
T-Shirts on Yom Hashoa and 

Yom Hazikaron 

Tallit and Tefillin 
Kippot  
Siddur 

A great attitude Long sleeve shirt Water shoes Laundry Bag  
An extra overnight 

bag for the host 
shabbat that is not 
the backpack they 
have with them for 

their daily needs 
Camel Back with a bladder Several t-shirts or short 

sleeved shirts 
Comfortable (not dressy) 

Shabbat shoes or sandals (must 
have a back strap) 

Camera, batteries, 
memory card 

“Wash ‘n dry” wipes  Two-three pairs of shorts Comfortable walking shoes 
(closed toe) 

Extra pair of glasses or 
contacts if you wear 

them 
 
 

Please refrain from bringing any valuables. Ramah, the travel agent and the hotels do take 
any responsibility for items that are lost or stolen.  Do not bring; Laptops or Tablets 


